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Non-human Metacognition
Joëlle Proust
Abstract
There is as yet no consensus about what "metacognition" requires, and in particular, on how
essential it is for genuine metacognition to include the declarative form of awareness that
humans seem to enjoy when they "think that they think". Some primates, rodents, and pigeons
seem to be able to reliably predict or evaluate their own performance in perceptual or memorial
tasks. Are these abilities merely based on predicted reward, or do they rely on
metarepresentations of first-order states? Psychological data and neuroscientific evidence,
however, suggest that neither of these views is correct. Nonhuman metacognition seems to be
rather based on activity-dependent information, i.e., on the dynamic aspects of the mind-brain
activation that a given task triggers. On the view defended below, non-humans contextually
experience their perceptual or memorial dispositions, as humans do, in feeling-based evaluative
attitudes called "affordance sensings".
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Introduction
There is evidence that non-human animals that have not evolved a mindreading capacity, such
as macaques and rodents, are nevertheless able to appropriately evaluate their self-confidence
level in perceptual and memory tasks. This creates a puzzle because self-knowledge seems to
require embedding a representation into another, i.e. metarepresenting one's own states, as
exemplified in mindreading. Part of the puzzle has to do with disunified terminology. "Meta",
it is often claimed, means "being about". "Metacognition", then, is taken to refer to cognition
about one's own cognition, "thinking about one's own thinking", or, in short, to metaknowledge. This terminology owes its influence to the early models of the relations between
the control and monitoring aspects of metamemory. To philosophers, this acception of
metacognition is consonant with deeply entrenched views about the exclusively human
character of rationality. Caution, however, is needed to disentangle the terminological from the
empirical issues: terminology should follow, rather than preempt research. Section 1 will
present the evidence. Section 2 will discuss the view that metacognition is self-directed
metarepresentation. Section 3 will discuss the "no-metacognition" view, which claims that
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animals merely rely on observable stimuli – such as an oscillating behavior – or on anticipated
reward to decide what to do. Section 4 will present the "experience-based" accounts, in which
metacognition is neither a mere matter of first-order cognition, nor of metarepresentation. It
will be proposed that animal metacognition depends on a non-propositional evaluative attitude
called affordance-sensing, which is common to human and some nonhuman cognitive systems.
1 - Experimental evidence for nonhuman metacognition
There is now ample comparative evidence that many nonhumans, although unable to read
minds, manifest the ability to evaluate what they can perceive or remember as humans do. The
experimental paradigms used to elicit metacognitive evaluations include three main types:
1) Tasks requiring the animals to seek information before acting (Call 2010), or obtain it
from a helper, at a cost.
2) Tasks allowing the animals to choose to perform or reject cognitive tasks as a function of
their difficulty: for example categorizing perceived densities as low or sparse (Smith et al.
2008), or retrieving paired items presented earlier (Hampton 2001).
3) Tasks requiring the animals to wager on their own cognitive decision right after having
made it.
Rhesus monkeys (Smith et al. 2010) and rats (Foote and Crystal 2007) were found to be able to
evaluate their own perceptual access to stimuli. Rhesus monkeys (Hampton 2001), pigeons
(Adams and Santi (2011), chimpanzees and orangutans Suda-King (2008) have been shown to
flexibly search for needed information and to reliably monitor their memory; rhesus monkeys
have shown an ability to express their retrospective confidence in a response by wagering
(Kornell et al. 2007). Crucially, the response patterns in each case are similar to those of
humans in the same task (see discussion in Couchman et al. 2012; Beran 2014). Other animal
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species, however, have been found to fail on the tasks above, for example capuchin monkeys.
(Basile et al. 2015, Beran et al. 2011). The tasks 2 and 3 listed above have been used in
behavioral and in neuroscientific studies, where the activation of neural assemblies involved in
metacognitive decisions by rhesus monkeys or rodents was tracked over time (Fleming, 2012,
Kepecs et al. 2008). Computational modelling has been made possible by precise quantitative
data being collected with either behavioral (Smith 2008) or neuroscientific methods (Kepecs
and Meinen, 2012). How can the evidence of animal success in the tasks above be explained?

2.   Metacognition as meta-knowledge (MK)
2.1 Stronger version
This is a class of views that take metacognition to involve some form or other of
metarepresentation. On the richer MK view, metacognitive animals have a disposition to know
that they themselves are in a given mental state, for example that they are trying to remember
whether they have perceived a given stimulus in a prior occasion. "Knowing that", by definition,
has propositional content. As a consequence, embedded contents should include concepts of
mental states and of oneself as the target knower. Evaluation, in other words, cannot occur
without metarepresentation of one's own mental states. Asking oneself whether one remembers
something presupposes that one possesses the concept of memory, of remembering (and cognate
notions), and, furthermore, the capacity to represent one's own self as endowed with various
states and attitudes, each having a specific cognitive content.
Three main arguments have been provided in favour of metacognitive judgments being
metarepresentational. First, flexible prospective assessments of uncertainty, in the absence of the
primary test stimuli, express a declarative, i.e. an explicit representation of knowledge in a nonhuman (Hampton, 2003, Smith et al. 2003). Second, the evidence for easy transfer of
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retrospective assessments of confidence across tasks suggests that monkeys express their
declarative knowledge about their first-order epistemic states (Son et al. 2003). Finally, the
similarity of pattern in uncertainty responses in humans and in rhesus monkeys indicates that a
metarepresentational account is justified in both cases (Son et al. 2003).
Discussion
With the benefit of hindsight, the arguments offered by MK-strong fail to be convincing.
Flexibility in self-evaluation clearly shows that animals rely on a context to decide how to act
– independently of the stimulus presented in the first-order task; they are not merely conditioned
to act . But it is premature to conclude that metarepresentation explains flexibility. Second, the
"reportlikeness" of the response is merely a paradigm effect; animals do not report or declare
what they know, they decide how to act. Finally the similarity of performances between
nonhuman and human primates does not entail that metarepresentations underly these
performances, but merely that a similar kind of information is available in both cases.
A major weakness of the strong MK-view is that, granting that rodents and pigeons, cannot
represent second-order attitudes through concepts such as "believing", "knowing", "being
uncertain", etc., they should not be able to evaluate to what extent they themselves can
remember or perceive, which they were found able to to. they cannot attribute beliefs to others
or to themselves, and hence, the MK-view predicts that they cannot evaluate their own
perception or their own memory. Against this objection, it has been claimed that metacognitive
ability is a matter of degree (Smith, 2009). It has also been proposed that success in
metacognitive tasks constitute evidence for an animal's ability to form mental concepts about
its own states, although not about mental states in general. Such a defense, however, is
unparsimonious and ad hoc. The proposal that nonhumans might represent "only in their own
case" that they believe, perceive, and so on, infringes the Generality Constraint as applied to
what it is to possess the concept of a mental state (Evans, 1982). The MK definition of
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metacognition, in its strong form, is therefore difficult to reconcile with current evidence. If
non-mindreaders such as rhesus monkeys can evaluate their memory, then their metamemory
can be exercised with no concept of memory. Unless, obviously, the studies reported above
have conflated metacognition and mere cognition (see section 3)
2.2. MK as Introspection
An alternative MK view has been proposed: even though the animals successfully tested for
metacognition cannot read their own minds the way humans do, they might still have conscious
self-reflective access to their uncertainty, and hence qualify as genuinely metacognitive (Son
and Kornell 2005; Metcalfe and Kober 2005). Self-reflectiveness is a particular way of being
conscious: not merely having conscious experiences of the world (such as seeming to perceive
red objects), but having conscious experiences of oneself as having these experiences (such as
feeling uncertain of being able to discriminate red objects).
This view, however, still retains the gist of MK: a metacognitive ability is constituted by a
meta-level reflecting on the representational content of an object-level. Metacognition is a form
of introspection – a mechanism akin to sensory perception, but directed inward. For example,
animals might know what they know (or don't know) by glancing at the content of their
memory, as hypothesized in the human case by Josef T. Hart (Hart 1965). In contrast with the
preceding view, however, awareness of a nonconceptual thought content (an animal, for
example, being aware of its "memory strength") is seen as sufficient to adaptively guide
behavior. You no more need to know what memory is to gain access to its content than you
need to know what hunger is to feel hungry. Metacognition could, then, qualify as a primary
form of self-awareness (Metcalfe and Kober 2005).
Discussion
First, note the conceptual difficulty of this view. Reflective self-consciousness is supposed to
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embed a first-order thought (for example: a memory state "glanced at") in a second order
thought ("I have this memory state"). The view implies that the animals, lacking the appropriate
concepts, can still non-conceptually metarepresent their own internal impressions and feelings.
But what can it mean to metarepresent a thought, when the state so metarepresented is nonpropositional and when the metarepresentation includes no concepts for categorizing its relation
with the embedded content? (For an extensive discussion, see Proust 2013 : 142-144).
A second problem for the view is that, in humans, introspection can, at best, be claimed to
access one's own sensory states and emotions. The propositional contents of one's own attitudes,
in contrast, are not directly perceivable by an inner eye (Carruthers 2011). On this view,
inferring the contents of one's attitudes requires conceptual interpretations of what one believes,
desires or intends to do, as well as the directing of mindreading towards oneself, in order to
know what type of attitude is activated. Hence, nonhumans cannot infer what they believe or
are uncertain about.
Another objection to the intermediate MK model, however, points to an alternative account
of the informational source of metacognition, which will be discussed in section 4. Human
agents cannot know what they remember (or don't remember) by introspecting the content of
their memory, as was first hypothesized by Hart (Koriat and Goldsmith 1996). They rather use
heuristic strategies based on predictive, activity-dependent cues, in order to predict their ability
to perceive or remember. These heuristics elicit noetic feelings that guide cognitive decisions
(Koriat 1993). On this view, introspection to inner thought contents is no longer required, while
the notion that nonconceptual cues may be used to monitor epistemic success is fully endorsed.
Some comparative psychologists, however, have attempted to exercise parsimony by
reducing metacognition to cognition. They claimed that the information that animals use when
performing tasks qualified as "metacognitive" are of a behavioral nature, and that the
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corresponding abilities actually reflected reinforcement and sensitivity to payoff rather than a
sensitivity to subjective uncertainty. We now turn to this family of accounts, the "nometacognition" views.

3. The no-metacognition views
3.1 Associative accounts (AA)
In stark contrast with the MK views, some theorists have claimed that the relevant information,
in tasks (1)-(3), is exclusively behavioral: opting out, and the other tasks reviewed can be
solved on the basis of operant conditioning.16 (Crystal and Foote, 2009; Le Pelley, 2014). An
animal’s willingness to opt out from a cognitive task, from this viewpoint, depends on a state
of the world represented as worth producing, rather than on an internal evaluation of the agent's
own uncertainty or on an emotional appraisal. This interpretation has motivated computer
simulations able to model relevant correlations between animals' decisions and low-level cues,
where the latter should only consist in observable properties, such as time elapsed, oscillatory
behavior and associated reward. A major objection that AA has raised to non-parsimonious
accounts is that opt-out experiments do not allow a clear distinction to be made between the
animal's decision - performing the task or opting out - and the confidence report. It has also
been noted that confidence is indistinguishable from variables such as attention and vigilance,
which can be conditioned and influence performance. One may summarize AA, in terms of the
following four claims:
1)   The information involved in cognitive monitoring by animals is behavioral.
2)   Opting out is a cognitive (rather than metacognitive) decision based on stimulus
features and payoff.

16

In operant conditioning, an action that turns out to have positive consequences for the agent tends to be
reinforced, i.e. reproduced.
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3)   Pay-off is what motivates decisions.
4)   The form of learning involved is operant conditioning through past trials.
In response to AA claim 3, experimenters suppressed direct reinforcement from the opt-out task
paradigm; in spite of lacking information about reward, animals maintained their ability to opt
out reliably (Smith et al. 2006). Another way of circumventing an associative account was to
compare free-choice with forced-choice decisions for the same stimuli: a systematic increase
in successful freely chosen trials versus forced ones suggests that endogenous cues were
involved in guiding decisions (Hampton 2001). A third tack consisted in showing that computer
simulations based on AA claim 2 were actually unable to track animals' monitoring-based
response patterns (Smith et al. 2008 ; 2014).
Another way of addressing AA, however, is to directly question its first clause by combining
a computational method with an analysis of the brain correlates of perceptual decisions under
uncertainty in animals. The most compelling study uses a post-decision report of confidence,
which allows the collecting, in contrast with an opt-out paradigm, of both an answer to the firstorder cognitive task and a confidence evaluation in each trial (Kepecs and Mainen, 2012). The
authors are able to demonstrate that confidence level plays a role in decision-making that is
independent of reward. Correct and erroneous choices for the same stimulus are found to
systematically vary in their confidence levels. Single cell recordings in other studies make it
clear that the kind of cues that rats are using to evaluate their own uncertainty include late onset,
intensity (firing rates are higher at chance performance) and the coherence of the neural activity
currently triggered by a first-order cognitive task (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009). These cues,
however, are not related to stimulus information, nor to recent reward history: they are
generated by the current first-order neurocognitive activity. Disclaiming 1 and 3 in turn
disposes of AA as articulated above.
3.2. The executive account (EA)
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Another version of the no-metacognition view relies on a contrast between action guidance and
self-attribution. The tasks (1) - (3) above do not qualify as "metacognitive", because they are
not about one's own cognition at all. A key issue is the status of noetic feelings. "What is it that
one feels bad about, when one feels uncertain?", Carruthers and Ritchie (2012) ask. Is it about
the likelihood of a cognitive perceptual or memory task being correct/incorrect? Is it not, rather,
about the likelihood of a reward being missed/obtained? Carruthers and Ritchie find the second
hypothesis both more plausible and more parsimonious. Monkeys' epistemic decisions are
embedded in a rewarded task, where the monkeys rely on their emotions to select a rewardconducive decision. There are in the same situation as human subjects completing the Iowa
Gambling Task, where subjects have to select cards from four decks with different probabilities
for winning or losing various amounts of money (Bechara et al. 1994). The point is that
selecting the right deck requires extracting a subpersonal heuristic for selecting the "good"
decks of cards, that produces steady gains in the long run. Similarly, the authors claim, feelings
of uncertainty are directed at the primary actions open to them, rather than at their own mental
states. "It is the performance of the action that seems bad, not the fact that one is thinking about
it" (Carruthers and Ritchie, 2012: p. 82). There is nothing specifically metacognitive about the
feelings that guide animals' decisions in the tasks described above.
Discussion
EA contains a grain of truth: given that metacognition includes a control dimension, it partly
depends on executive capacities – i.e. the abilities involved in selecting a behavior as a function
of one's goal, in inhibiting it, shifting it, and updating it. But it also includes a monitoring
dimension, whose function is not to select, but to predict epistemic outcome. Concentrating on
the monitoring part reveals that there is more to animal and human metacognition than
appetitive control. In metacognition, incentive gradient (expected reward or penalty) affects the
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amount of effort expended, hence the success of the outcome. Agents, accordingly, tend to scale
up their confidence level as a function of their own invested effort (Koriat et al. 2014). This
"goal-driven" dimension of metacognitive evaluation, however, is complemented by a "datadriven" dimension, namely the feedback from the task being performed. This dimension is
reflected in the remarkable comparative stability of evaluations across incentives: Agents assess
similarly their relative confidence across stakes. In other words, even though confidence is
enhanced by added time and effort, relative uncertainty across trials remains similarly
influenced by subjectively felt difficulty at each incentive level.
This behavioral finding in humans is compatible with the view that animals use two separate
subsystems for evaluating respectively subjective uncertainty and reward (see also Kornell et
al., 2007). In an experiment by Zakrzewski et al. (2014), monkeys have proved able to avoid
risky trials (where, if there is failure, all the accumulated food tokens can be lost) only when
they feel unsure that they will correctly carry them out. Higher accumulated numbers of tokens
make the monkeys more conservative about performing the primary task. Hence,
conservativeness of the response criterion (knowing when to perform) is modulated both by the
payoff schedule and by the confidence level. Behavioral evidence from comparative studies,
then, confirm the neural-computational argument offered at the end of the last section. EA, as
a result, is not the most parsimonious hypothesis for explaining animal evidence: it does not
account for the combination of epistemic sensitivity and reward appetence in animals.

4. Evaluative-associative accounts of animal metacognition
An alternative theory hypothesizes that the information that is crucial for metacognition lies
in the vehicle of thought rather than its content, and that this information is meant to guide
cognitive actions, rather than world-directed action. This insight is at the core of a set of views
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that we will call "Evaluative-associative accounts" (EAA). Four claims are common to these
accounts:
1)   The information involved in cognitive monitoring by animals is endogenous rather
than behavioral: it consists in activity-dependent information generated in a current
cognitive task.
2)   The information that predicts success/failure in a cognitive task is carried by the
vehicle of mental activity (e.g. the dynamic features of the firing rates), not by its
content.
3)   A noetic feeling associated with the subpersonal heuristics motivates an epistemic
decision to act.
4)   Learning consists in a) extracting implicit decisional cues and b) calibrating
decision thresholds over time through reinforcement.

4.1 Experience-based (EB) metacognition
An analysis involving these four claims can be extracted from Asher Koriat's characterization
of human metacognition and applied to animal performances. In "experience-based"
metacognition, agents form metacognitive predictions on the basis of a variety of associative
cues elicited by the current cognitive activity and assembled in subpersonal heuristics [claim
1]. These cues are "structural" in the sense that they belong to the activity elicited by a task, not
to its content [Claim 2]. Recognizing the role of nonconceptual information in epistemic
decision-making is a remarkable step, first established through behavioral experiments, and
now supported by neuroscientific evidence. A conscious noetic feeling is generated by the
discrepancy between stored and observed values of the heuristic standard (Koriat, 2000). This
conscious feeling in turn motivates and flexibly controls the decision to act [Claim 3]. The
expression of 'epistemic decision' is justified, to the extent that the cues used in prediction are
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those that, in the past, have had "diagnostic" value (namely those that carried accurate
information about future success or failure) (Koriat, 2012: 227) [claims 2 and 4]. The valence
and intensity of noetic feelings is the most parsimonious way of explaining why agents so
readily and flexibly rely on subpersonal heuristics to guide their decisions. Feelings, however,
are "noetic" in the sense that their valence is not reducible to their reward value.
In Koriat's model, humans additionally enjoy "concept-based" metacognition, through
which, for example, they apply to their performances what they believe to be the case
concerning their own cognitive abilities. Experience-based metacognition, however, does not
depend on such beliefs, and can thus be operational in agents that do not have the conceptual
equipment for reading minds, such as animals and young children.
In summary: A prominent feature of EB models is that they are evaluative rather than
declarative. An evaluative attitude represents a gradient, which adjusts epistemic decision to
the evidence accumulated in its favor. This feature suggests a continuity between nonhumans
and humans through a non-linguistic, nonconceptual informational route based on the heuristics
cum feelings elicited by a cognitive task. An additional argument in favor of this continuity is
that the cues assembled in the evaluative heuristics cannot be reported by human agents,28
which suggests that they have been acquired through implicit learning, rather than by selfdescription (by "know-how" rather than by "know-that"). Animal and human implicit learning
systems, then, use Bayesian predictive processing to extract heuristics from the associations
between prior cues and decision feedback.29

4.2 Animal metacognition relies on cognitive affordance-sensings (AS)

28

See Koriat and Ackerman, (2010).
Such learning ability does not build up metacognitive heuristics in every animal species. While some species,
such as rhesus monkeys, have high predictive needs associated with non-cooperative foraging, others, such as
capuchin monkeys do not, because for them food is plentiful and foraging is cooperative.
29
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This section presents a philosophical conception of the representational format of
metacognition compatible with the evidence reviewed above. It it based on an architecture of
the mind in which nonconceptual, emotional information plays a crucial evaluative role. The
type of evaluative attitude – called "affordance-sensing" (AS) – that will now be defended
fulfils the four functional characterizations listed above which, taken together, constitute
eperience-based metacognition. Its semantics, its scope, its structure, its functions will be
briefly described.
1)   The semantics of Affordance Sensings
The predictive function of interest for animal metacognition is exercised in a non-propositional
attitude, associated with cognitive actions, – actions whose goal is to acquire or retrieve
information–, called "affordance-sensing" (AS). AS applies in other domains beyond
metacognitionn whenever an opportunity (either positive or negative) is detected, estimated,
and used or rejected in taking action. Under a variety of names,31 affordance-sensings have
been claimed by philosophers to form a specific set of mental states with an associative
structure, available to humans as well as nonhumans. Affordance-sensings can be described as
"pushmi-pullyu" attitudes, as defined by Ruth Millikan (Millikan (1995). Granting, however,
that the conditions of correctness for belief and desire are incompatible, the semantics of AS is
not constituted by subject-predicate propositions, but by properties assessed from a subjective
viewpoint, and endowed with a gradient of valence and intensity. As the following examples
illustrate, world-directed and cognitive affordance-sensings have a similar relational structure;
they engage a subjective experience and a motivation to act on it; they depend both on

31

Bermudez's frames (2009), Cussins' NASAS, (2012), Dreyfus and Kelly's affordance sensings, (2007),
Gendler's aliefs, (2008), Griffiths and Scarantino's emotional representations (2009), and Nanay's pragmatic
representations, (2013).
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subjective needs and perceived opportunities, rather than on objective (subject-independent)
world properties:
1.   When hungry, an animal perceives this food (or this food smell) as an affordance of a given
valence and intensity.
2.   When trying to jump between two somewhat distant rocks, an animal must evaluate the
valence and intensity of this jumping affordance (whether it feels safe to jump that far),
given its present motivation and effort readiness.
3.   When trying to categorize this display (as dense or sparse), or to remember whether this
icon was perceived earlier, an animal must evaluate its present perceptual or memorial
affordance (does this task look achievable to me?).
Feelings, i.e. AS, optimally represent these pairings because they make a property salient from
a specific subjective viewpoint (e.g., [food for me to eat]). In addition, they provide relevant
directional information about how to act.
2)  Structure
Having an essential relation to an occurrent event or affordance, the semantic structure of AS
is indexical: [Here is this substance for me!] The content so indexed is an occurrent
(relational) affordance, rather than an individual event or object. Here is how this indexical
meaning decomposes:
{Affordancea [Place=here], [Time= Now/soon], [Valencea=+], [Intensitya=.8 (comparatively
specified on a scale 0 to 1)], [motivation to act of degreed according to action programa] }

The subscript "a" is meant to indicate that all the elements having this subscript characterize
the type of affordance as what it contextually appears to be.
3)  The scope of Affordance Sensings
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Similarity of structure in AS does not entail that affordances are equally detected and relied
upon across domains of interest. Sensing affordances is a matter of the opportunities that a
lifestyle makes salient to agents. Based on the dual system discussed in section 3, it is justified
to distinguish Appetitive AS, which are elicited by bodily needs and opportunities, from
Metacognitive AS, which are elicited by cognitive needs and opportunities. In contrast to
appetitive AS, Metacognitive AS do not involve a specification of place. They are elicited by
the activity, but they neither coincide with the appetitive experience driving the cognitive
motivation itself (such as a food affordance when trying to remember where the food is), nor
metarepresent the mental states associated with it.
4)  Function: the role of Gradiency
As a graded detector of affordance intensity, affordance sensings depend on metacognitive
emotions for providing an immediate evaluation of the degree of subjective likelihood of a
cognitive opportunity, and for immediately activating the selection and execution of an
appropriate and timely action (Barrett and Bar 2009, Griffiths and Scarantino, 2009, Proust
2015b). Reactivity in detection and guidance explains why emotions have been recruited in
forming evaluative representations. This also explains why cognitive affordance sensings are
involved in monitoring fluency, informativeness and relevance of signals and messages in
nonhuman and human communication (Proust 2016).
5)  Function: Prediction vs Explanation
An association between cues is learned through reinforcement learning; it allows a form of
restricted Bayesian reasoning, i.e., prediction of task success. When monitoring their own
cognitive actions, animals can transfer their ability to form evaluations to new tasks of the same
type, but cannot generalize their findings beyond present opportunities (inference, in contrast,
through concept use, enables theory building and hypothetical reasoning). Contrary to
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propositional thought, AS has no combinatorial semantics and no truth conditions. It has
conditions of appropriateness, however, related to the actual predictive power that it makes
available to an organism. Appropriateness requires integration of affordances, which AS is
taylored to do. In particular, a cognitive affordance can be combined with a reward affordance
of the distal goal on the basis of their respective weighted gradients of valence and intensity
(De Martino et al., 2013). Affordance sensings are a common currency for decision making in
a world of conflicting opportunities.
Conclusion
The evaluation-based view explains how metacognitive awareness develops in rhesus monkeys,
in rodents, and in human infants in the absence of a mindreading ability. Evaluating a cognitive
task as feasible, or a cognitive outcome as satisfactory, depends on a associative, comparative
process of affordance-sensing. Affordance sensings allow agents to assess and exploit what
appears to them as opportunities when deciding how to act.
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